
July 29th, 2019 

Deetken Group Undertaking No.1 

Hearing Date: July 17th, 2019 

Transcript Reference: Volume 1, Full Transcript Oral Workshop page 74, line 13-22 

Requester: Chairman Morton 

Witness: Elise Lepine 

Question: How are integrated refiner-marketers classified in the Kent Group data? Does this capture 

gas stations selling refiner-branded fuels? 

Response: 

Any station where the marketer is also involved in refining activities is classified as an integrated 

refiner-marketer. Not all such stations are Marketer price controlled.  

BC has a similar share of integrated refiner-marketers as other Western Canadian Provinces. 

If a non-refining entity is the marketer selling branded gasoline of a refiner (e.g. 7-eleven selling Esso 

gasoline), this would be classified as a “non-refining marketer” and not an integrated entity. In the 

Kent Group data, several brands of gasoline are sold by “integrated marketer-refiners”, these 

include the following in BC: 

Brands sold by Integrated Refiner-Marketers in BC 

Petro-Canada Tempo Shell 

Esso Save on Gas Husky 

Chevron Mohawk Co-op 

Shell and Flying J Fas Gas Race Trac 

The majority of stations across Canada sell branded gasoline, the chart below displayed the relative 

shares of stations selling a branded gasoline over time across the Western Canadian provinces.  
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Deetken Group Undertaking No.2 

Hearing Date: July 17th, 2019 

Transcript Reference: Volume 1, Full Transcript Oral Workshop page 76, line 22-26, and page 77, 

line 1-4 

Requester: Mr. Thomson 

Witness: Elise Lepine 

Question: What source was used for Ethanol prices in the Phase 2 report? 

Response: 

From the US Agricultural Marketing Resource centre, available here, data from 2005 (Iowa average) 

was used and validated against Markets Insider historical commodities prices, available here 

Deetken Group Undertaking No.3 

Hearing Date: July 18th, 2019 

Transcript Reference: Volume 2, Full Transcript Oral Workshop page 367, line 2- 

Requester: Ms. Allan 

Witness: Elise Lepine 

Question: Is the Ministry of Finance import and Export data on the basis of where the order is place, 

say by the accounting office, versus where the petroleum product is actually produced or shipped 

from? Can we be assured that PADD 3 deliveries are actually coming from PADD 3? 

Response: 

Based on information received from the Ministry of Finance it appears that the closer the 

source/destination, the more certainty around the source of the gasoline. Therefore, there is not 

100% certainty around PADD 3 imports but there is a relatively high certainty that these volumes are 

volumes received/sent from/to a location beyond those that are close/adjacent to BC with which 

volumes are compared and confirmed.  

http://www.extension.iastate.edu/agdm/energy/xls/agmrcethanolfuturesdata.xlsx
https://markets.businessinsider.com/commodities/ethanol-price
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The Ministry of Finance’s data on import and export information is directly from the legal entity 
reporting to the Ministry as the owner of the fuel and the Ministry assumes that the jurisdictions are 
reported as accurately as possible. However the information should be taken with a greater degree 
of uncertainty the further the import or export distance.  
 
The Ministry is fairly confident that import and export information to/from BC, Alaska, Alberta, or 
Yukon is very accurate as these volumes are matched with the relevant jurisdictions on a regular 
basis. Volumes to and from Washington are occasionally matched but not with California (California 
cannot enter into an information sharing agreement), or other countries. 
 
The further away the locations are, the less accurate the locations may be. The location may not 
reflect the original source or final destination of the fuel. For example the fuel could have come 
from somewhere else, landed in California, switched owners and then be imported to BC, in this 
case the reported location would likely report California as the source location.  
 
Based on this, we expect that volumes from PADD 3 may not be originally sourced from PADD 3 but 
were more likely transported directly from PADD 3. 
 




